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SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AS POLICY ENTREPRENEURS:

TUE FAMILY PROTECTION ACT AND FAMILY IMPACT ANALYSIS
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The ma4ntenance of families.as an institution is-wideIy, though

not unanimously, thought to be in the natiobal in.terest- Sociologists

have identified a number of functions which, if,not performed by fam.ilieg,

would cost the state several billion dollars to provicre: Principal '

among these are: the nurtpring of children, the sick, and the.age.d;

socialization; economic support; and consumption. Although "the decline

ofthe family" and other personal and moral concerns are rarely vol-

unteer1d as."the most important problem facing this.cotintry" in nation,a1

Ameriscap Place a high priority on the maintenance of good

family relations. And in a recent poll, 92 of.all resPonde9ts said

they wouid welcome more emphasi's on traditional family life.

Given the central role of;the family in American soCiety, govern-
,

ment officials and policy analysts took note when demographers .11r:the

70s reported the unpresedented changes taking place in and to families.

Some observers linked this "crisis.of the family" to inflation,-the

failure of the churches and schools, e-r general cultur0 stress-stemming

from rapid change in the larger society. But an increa'singly common

explanation among both government officials and the general publjc was

that certaiti,existing public-policies have tended to disrupt family
s;tructures.

/Host dramatically, a survey in the March, 1980, issue of Better

Hom9(s and Gardens, whicli drew 46,817 replies, found that.92% of all

respondents felt that the "general effect of government policies on

middle-class families like yours"has Veen harmful. Seventy-three percent

weikt opposed to government's becoming more involved with Amenican families

through:its policies.3 In a more representat,ive poll taken in 1989.

by,the Gallup Organization for the White:House Conferences on Families,

nearly half the respondents felt that the national government Iias an

unfavorable influenCe on family life. Nor were state and local govern-,

ments, the courts, or the legal system Perceive4 much more positiwely.4

To gain publiglogenda status, an isue, at a minimum, must 1) be

the subject of widespread attention or ai least awareness; 2) require

action lin the view of a sizable proportion of the public; and 3) be
-

perceived'as the appropriate concern of government.5 It is one of tke

/ironies of the contemporary political environmeAt that,,despite the
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.suspicion currently qrected toward governmental intervention tn the
familyi_bureaucracies i gtneral, and expertise in particular, two '

very disIsimilar approaches ted federal family policy gained public agenda
status in 'elle 80s. Each was offered'as a means of ameliftatingthe
adverse effects of_government poticies oh.the miability of, the American
famiry. Suppore.for systematic analysis of'alr\laws, regulatiOns,\and
rules for thein impact on families (family impact.anafysis) has come
prfMarily from family welfare proTessionals im public bureaucracies
and reseaAh centers and is assoCiated with the liberal end df the .

political spectrum. In 'Contrdst, the'Family ilrotection Act, a collection
of.thirty-one substantive proposals relating'to issues such as education,
carelof the eldeyly: domestic violence, and abortion, originated with
the New Right.

One indication ofan issue's having attained pubLic agenda status.
is its appearance on a'Tarty platform. Although not explicitly' endorsed
bk its short titre, sev' ral provisions of the Family Protection Act
were inclyded in the 19 0 Republican platform in addition to an entire.
section entitled "Famil Protectiv."6 Similarly, the spirit of family
impact analysis was cle ly-reflected in the pledge of the 1980 Democratic
platform "to make feder 1 programs more sensitive to the needs of the
family, in all its diverlse forms."7

'Although White House Conferences rarely produce-policy, given their
siie, length, broad mandate, and the political bases of the confervs,8
the recommenddtions of the threo Whife.Vouse Confetences on Familids,
,held during June and July, 1980, also represent public agenda items
The delegates reached broad agyeepient On a-lenehy ayenda to strengthen
and support families. Thirty-four proposals were.adoptod at all three
conferences; however, only seven received the support of more than 90%
of the delegates. One of these highly-ranked proposals was that every---s.
private and public agency be encouraged by legislative action to write
a.family impact statement as part of evety policy implemented. Although
the Family Protection Act was not,endorsed in toio by'the,conferences,
it was the subject of minority repOrts and several of its provisions
for revising the Tax Code did receive majority support at one or more
meetings.

Ivo
Even so, the.argument of this paper is that neither policy ha's

gSined a position on the formal agenga where it is actavely and seriously
:considered. by decisionmakers. 'Instead, both' policies are vi.ewed as,
pseudoagenda,items being advanced for the maintenance needs and en-
trepreneurial interests of nongovernmental groups. The family has tra-
,ditionally played'an important role'an congervatile political strategies.
he New Right,today has attempted to'co-opt the symbols of life antl
the family in ,order to legitimate theit movement and mobilize ;Oeir
constituents. What is different is the current.iise of "the family

to* 4,
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by liberals and radical.s.orthe Left. rleic Skolnick has suggested
that this may be a new way of selling old social programs formerly
justified in.the name of t,he poor or minorities; decryiag'capitalism
(which can be blamed for the death of the family); or movement-building

--by middle-class professional femihists..9
A

I. FAMILY IMPACT ANALYSIS

The Covcept of a Family Impact Statement (FIS)

Although the concept of a family impact statement may nave been
Aew to many of the-White House Conferences on Families delegates,
family impact analysis was first suggested in the early 70s. .It evolved
fram two dominant conderns of "this pericid. First, there was,a growing
awareness among both policymakers and faMily advocates that many of the
very expensive Ad welltintentioned social experiliWits of the Great
SviAy had shown, to date, only limited success. Some charged that

rather than seeking to -strengthen families, these new government pro-
grams had instead attempted to substitute for them. Second, policy

analysts; buoyed by then-prevalent optithism surrounding the Environmental
Impact Statement mandated in the 1969 Environmen-tal Policy Act, suggested
that a similar process could and should be developed to assess the po-
tential effect of policies upon familfes. -Not only cotild-such statements
consider the -possible spilltNer vf,12cts on families of proposbd policies

not specifically direCted to familPrs, inipact analysis could aLso eval-
uate overt family policies. At'a MinimuM, a frontal,attack could be
made apinst the myth that government (in the public sictor) is neutral
to families (in the private sector). Optimally, an-ability to assess-
the effects of governmeht policies on families would become an integral

---part of the policy process.

The concept of a FIS was given public Nioice in September, 1973,
when the U. S. Senate Subcommittee on Children and Youth held hearings
on "America!? Families.:-Trends and Pressures." Former Vice President

iiaiter F. Mondale, then Chairman of this subcommittee, said the hearings
were "predicated on the simple belief tbat nothing is more ivortant
to a child than a healthy family...We must start by asking to yhat
eXtent government policies are helping or hurting families."10'
At these hearings, experts in the fields of child development, family
sociology, and anthropology recommended that family impact statements
be develoned for all public policies. Although theqSubcommittee was very. ,

interested, it/concluded that further research should precede any legi-
lative attempts to implement this idea. Except for a little-noted.
1976 campaign promise .by Jimy Garter to require a family...impact statement'
as part of major policy decisions,11 the idea of a 'PIS did,not reappear

on the public agenda until the 1980 White House Conferences on Families.

4
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Research in Fatily Impact Analysis

The ideebf a EIS has attracted interest among scholars and bureau-
crats aV all levels of government. Several grants from privat'e.foundations
and the federal government havesupport-ed efforts to 'develop model fmnily

impact statements based.on'an.alysis otl-slelected family pol.ickes. Since
Fall, 1976, the Minnesota Family Study Center has been engaged in a family
impact analysis research and trainipg program for pre and postdoctoral
students, funded by.the Natiotel Institute of Mental Health. The primary

s: group associated with the conalpt -of a FfS, however, is the FamilY Impact
Sem,jnar, a policy.ptoject within the 6eorge Washington University's Institute
for Educational Leadership. Created in February, 1976, with a grant
from the Founaation fn.- Child Development,- tbe Seminar is composed of

-'-21 of the country's leading scholars and Public policytakers concerned
with .fomilies who meet several times a year with the Seminar's Core
staff." To date, several books and reports have come out of the Seminar's

work. In 1986 the Seminar conducted.a nationwide field project in which
twelvestate and local government organj,zations assessed ehe impact on
families of selected pojicies. Along with the Minnesota Family Study
Center, the Seminar.also serves as a clearinghouse for information about
family impact analysis.

1' Feasibility of the Family Impact Statement

Once an issue has gained pdblic agenda status, progression to a
posItiopon the formal agenda requires agreement on a Lioncrete approach
(or policy) to be adopted b government. My argument Ls that family
impact analysis became a pseudo-agenda item at this stage because of a A
number of conceptual, methodological, political,,and administrative
difficuties.

dr*

The Definition of "Fatifily" and "Family Policy." Although in general

those who have done researchs_in family impact analysis have used a defi-
nition of "the family" close to that of the ttaditional nuclev faMily,
seholars have also noted the haeards of adopting a narrow or inflexible
definition of "the family." This oritique ciT the normative nuclear

family by those ospouAing the EIS has.made the policy itself.a popular .

target of conservative social critics. It is argued that if anysvoluntary
association of people consti.tutes a family anq forms of human co-

habitation are equally valid, the policymaker has no real guidelines
in formulating goals (positive impacts) for family policy.13

Even if_a politically acceptable definitiOn of "family" is found,
difficulties persrst concerning the differential impact of policies
upon families. A given public policy may affect families in markedly
varying ways, given the.diversity of families; or fhat ,ame policy may
affect members of the same family in quite different or conflicting ways.

'Finally, the subje4 of family impact analysis--that i, family
. policy--itself remains a concept Ff!sking a clear,content or mooning.

0.0 As KamerMan has noted, without clear criteria for identifying which

\
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laws, policies, and adininistrative "regillations should Ue reviewed by

the f4mi1y impact analysf, there are no limits to what could be con- -

sidered as potentially.hping some' effect on families. 14 A recent
.statement.from-thaFamily Impact'Seminar suggests that the Seminar
has in fact decided to forego a rigorous Oefinition of family*policr-
in the interests of pluralism andt one suspeCts,.the political accept-

..
ability'of family impaitt analysis.15

Values of Family Impact Analysis. 'Ilhe idea of a faml-ly impact

satement also.dssumes that there is general agreement on wriat con-
stitutes positive and negative impacts on families. Unlike environmental
impact statements for which there is a general agreement that 4ess pol-
lution is'preferable to more, With regard)to family, there is no agree-
meta on even the basic issue of whether intact families are good or bad
for family memhers. In 'theory, family impact analysis can proceed so
long as the andlyst makes clear the valves implicit in the process.
In practical political terms, however, the FIS can not be.implemented
in lieu of consensual goals concerning desirable family impacts.

Methods of Family Impact Analysis,. The theory an4 methodology -

of famflylimvact;analygis has been a topic of some attention in the

past decade,0 yet its research design and methodology femains an cc-
.

lectic mixture of the quxlitative and quantitative. Family iMpaet
analysts are still very much involved,in the'exploration and testing
of alternative models. The general acceptAnce of a single'model.is
complicated by the milltidisciplinasy nature of the FIS (with an accom-
,panzring lack of consensus o methOds, content, add knowledge.) More

serious,barriers to methodological co0Ve1gence; however, are thé.problems
shared with other types of social impacti,pssessmew availahle or,readily A,
accessible data;' inadequacies of good measures of family functioning;
limited knowleclge of cause and effect relationshIps in family.life;
apd difficulties in using experimental or quasi-experimental designs.

a

in field research. ,Although multiple techniques per se are.not a major
shortcoming, policymakers may hesitate to embracn an analytical process
in a state of apparent methodological flux. ,

lk

Pol4tical and Administrative Feasibility. 'In addition to th'e con- .

ceptual add methodological problems, mentioned above, the implementation
of family impact analypis in a governmental setting is surrounded by
seveval other constraints. Like other social impact statements, the '

FIS is only one tool Lor the Policymaker. Jurisdictional, budgetary,
or political considerations may dictate that the "best" policy (in toxms
of family impact) not be chosen. Purthermore, as bruckman and Rhodes,
have stated, "the urgency of familY-related concerns often demands
immediate attentian via policy legislation or Social programs. It mar
'not. be possible to generate family impact statements quickly enough
to meet these needs or to confoYm to the exigenctes of political time-
tables." 17 Even if such confounding,factoxs were not present, advocates
of family impact.analysis must still overcomea currently hostile iv-
litical environment withoUt 'a solid history of policy precedents to assist

,

them.

.;
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Writing in reference to family policy7 Gilbert Steiner has ob-

served that:

the ,timing is wrong. Family poltcy implies.interventdon,
roguldtion,.public assistance, manipulation of individual

choicc....Yet family policy hasebeen offered when, in nearlY
all respects, the national swilfg is te nonintervention, .
deregulation, fiscal restfaint, reliance on market forceL")

Political conservatives have been skeptical concerning the F1S, seeing
it as a means for the government to impose its own views of family
life, contrary to those of citizens. Onalee McGAaw of the Heritage
Foundation has charged that:

,

family impact analysis is an empty bucket itito which any con: .

coction dan be poured. The concoction will dO.end strictly ,

' od'the values, ideology, and political positfon Of those who
perfqrm the atlalysis and write the family Opact statement.
In practical terms, familrimpatt statements, will be
formulated by people in or under contract to the huma
services bureaucracies.

The:Concept of family impact analysis reinforces the view
that experts on the family are.indispensable to study and
recommend the best'policies for government. ..,,It is a ,

superficially non-controversial means of increasing the '

pewer and legitimacy of the helping professVons in the

formation of family pOlicy.I' , t

. ,

.

,
. '

minimum, the pro-family movement'indicates that social scientists
N

and professionals mill not have a Monopoly on,influencing policy decisions.
_Pei-sons and groups with solely a value base rather than a sciTatific ,

base will inereasinglY press for policy concdions. N

. .

Faced with this hostility toward'intervention into the family by
bureavratic experts, and a certain amount of doubt concerning the
ability of government policy to affect in any way the socialjorces
responsiblefor the current changes in family life, advocates of family
impact analysis fl..e badly in need of policy precedentsto bolster their

cause. In Europe, where severa countriesitave explicit family polioies,
there has been no interest in developing a formal PIS. According to

,KAmerman, most citizens and government officials do not feel the need
for scientific validation of what they believe to be sound policies

families.20 In the United States, the most visible policy prece-
..

Oflent is the.environmental impact scatement (EIS), from which, given
.the political winds, FIS advocafes-thgle been careful to disassociat.y"t

their own-phicy.

a
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. in the ir recommendationsAo.the White House Con orences on Fami-
lies, tht Family,Impact Seminar explicitly rejected le suggestion that
the environmental impac.t process could be applied directly to,nmlly
issmes. More specifically, the Seminar urged that laws not be used
as a legal weapon to prevent or delay programs, that they not require
analyses of all relevant policies and programS., that the FiSbe a (loco-
ment that public officials and the-public will find easy to read.and
-use, and that -tile statement not approximate the EIS, which sometimes
totalled ten or more volumeST--the only eleMent borrowed from onviron-
iintal impact analysis is heightened public,sensitivity and consciousness.

A further indication of the political acumen of advocates of impact
analysi's (and especially those associated with the Family Impact Seminar)
'is the speed with which they have adjusted to the current hostility
toward experts and bureaucracy. The family impact analyst, as originally
conceived, was seen as a specially-trained professioAal policy analyst,
usually affiliated with a public bureaucracy (although private consul-
tants and extra-governMontal sponsorS144 word also recognized as possi-

.

hilities.) In 1980, in its recommendations to the WHCF, the Family
Impact Seminar clearly broke with this tradition by opposing the creation
.of government bureaucracies for tiNp4rposo of family impact analysis.
A4hough conceding that at some level sophisticated research is necessary

' for answering family impact questions, the Seminar argued that a variety
organizations--such as PTAs, community action agencies, and interest

groupscould-engage in family impact analysis. Further: the process
was said to not always require complex and long-term research. nic

, Seminar finally urged the,creation of indepiondent commissions for families
at all levels of Overnment. Such commissions would be composed of citi-
zens, serving on a part-time basis, and would be advisory in nature,
modestly-funded, and be estahlished at first for a time-limited te.
period. Granting the superficiallbrilliance of, at one stroke, repudiat-
ing expertise, bureaucracy, and costly govoiament and endorsing the new
federalism, volunteerism, and the sunset principle, the fact remains
that the policy's most important ally--the policy analyst--is irrevo-
cably alienated by the Seminar's cavalier assertion of th0...sdivplicity
of policy analysis.

,

Family Impact Analysis as a Pseudo-Agenda Item

FamIlily impact analysis and the FIS readily gained public agenda
status in the mid-70s and again in the 80s, when itreceived an over-
whelming mandate from the White House Conferencesen Families. On, a,'

superficial level, the concept,of a FIS was appealing to most segMents
in' American society. Family impact analysis was perceived as'a process
which wpuld permit government to address a recognized problem. ,It was

during the second stage of agenda-buildingagreement on the, sp,ecifics
of the policy to be adopted'and implemented by government--that consensus

4broke down and support was lost. airrently there appears to be little
support among governmental decision makers, aongovernmental groups,
and the general public for imillementing family impact,analysis.,
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The politically-damaging definition of tie FIS as a Itlbera1It .

policy was not accompanied by increased commitment among'liberals to
this proposed process. Traditiogal members of the iliberal coaKtion
such as women's groups, social wNdfare professionals, 9ild advocacy
zroups, and organizations that serve the poor were hesitant to vigorously
support a policy which was ngither concepLually and meihodologically
clear'nor unambrguously in the interest of their res1Sective constituencies.

The FIS has rarely been serfOuSly advocaLed or studied by anyone
other than those associated.with centers receiving granis t9 engage
in such regearch. Academic inVrest in the process faded as the coin-,
plexity of the process (and-the political problems) became evident. 1

Scholarly literature on the subject, with few exceptions, has.originated
,ple.ly with the staff and fellows of the Minnesota Family Study. Center
and the Family Impact Seminar.' Bureaucratic support has been undermined
by the challenge to bureaucratic autonomy and expertise posed by the re-
definition of the process in terms of citizen participation. Elected
officials saw no political payoffs (but considerable liaibilitie) in
adopting an advocacy stance. For this reason, eveh a nominal 'bill to
mandate family impact.analysi's hai yet to be'introduced in Congress.
However, as long as public and private grant monies are available to
research centers and local governments for family impact studies
(thereby fulfilling the entrepreneurial.and maintenance needs of those
recipient organizations), the incubation of the concept of a FIS as a
pseudo-agenda item will !vollitinue.

II. THE FAMILY PROTECTION ACT

*-

History of the Family Protetion Act (FPAT
(

The h story of the Family Protection Act follows the mort con-
entional tern of the pseudo-agenda item and ageinda-buildin generally.

The Family otection Act was first introduced in the 96th Con ess by

Sen. Paul Lqxalt (R.-Nev.) and Rep. Steven Symms (R.-Idaho) as . 1808

and I. R. 6028. It was re-introduced in revise4,form in the 97t Congress

by.*T. Roger Jepsep (R.-Iowaf-and Rep. Albert Lee Smith (R.-Ala. as

S.. 1378 and H.R. 3955.

The FPA is, an omnibus bill running 66 pages and containing tli ty-

.

one substantive proposals. Thbse ihclude; various tax incentives to .

help families be the costs of education, adoption, care foi-- the elderly,

til
and retirement; ) 1) itations on federal authOity over such matters as
child abuse, spo se abuse, and juvenile delinquency; a right-to-work
provision for teachers; the exemption of most institutions and programs-.
run by religious organizations from any federll regulation; restritions
on the provision of abortion, abortion counseling, and contraceptives

.r-'"

u It
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to minors by feder;illy funded organizations; proirisions ro increase

parental autherity over children and schools; a "safe-harbor" provision
to make it more difficult for the tax exempti ns of private schools

)
to be revoked for reasons of discrimindtion; a bar on the usepf federal
funqs-to advocate h4osexuadity; provisions relating to school prayer;
lAld the conversion 4f most federal categorical education aid programs
to plock grants. Ail arc offered under the encompassing rul:Tic of -

,

_ stren4theningAe nerican family and proMotimg the virtues ot family
life.-1 c-

According. to, any media accounts, the author oe the Pm was Connie
Marshner, director of the Family policy Division of the Free Congress
Faundation (established by New Right leader Paul Weyrich) and editor
of the Family Protection Report,. An article in Playboy claims that the
fPA as formally drafted on.Wvember 19, 1 78, at a meetifig in the offices
of Washington attorney William Stanmeyer. Among those present were
Marshner, Gary Potter (President, Catho cs for Chi;isti4n Political
4Action), JoAnn Gasper (Editor, Right Woman), and Rev. Robert Billings
(ExecutivelDireetor,' Moral Majority).22 Since its introduction, tite

EPA has been hailed by both friend and foe as the Major social initiative'
of the New Right and d top legislative priority of that social mcmement. ,

It iicommon ka,r aibill to be introduced in legislatures as a

means of acknowledging a lienland without having to actively consideT
its merits through conqnitJee or floor action. As Cobb and Elder have

noted decisionmakeTs will okten use such a psetiqb-agenda item to assu-
age frustrations of constit6ency groups and to avoid,the politicar
ramifications of a failure to acknowledge the demand.23 The.FPA had
no difficulty in attracting legislative sponsors and co,-spensor4,.given
the number of members of.Congress who feel indebted to the New Right
for their election_and who identify strongly with that movement. Further-

, A
more, a measure designed to "protect,the family" is a strong valence
issue that pi-omises legislators both political benefits and needed',
issue specialties.24

' The Conflict Over the FPA

Agenda-building can be a solely intprnal process, whereby an issue

emerges and is resolved within the government without being expanded
to the lar r community: Moi-e commonly, in egalitarian societies,
nongove ntal groups are involved ip the agenda-setting process,'
either as initiators of potential agenda items or linkages between
initiators Im the governmen and th . general public In the case of
the FPA, its creation by New Right g-roups'probably was motivated by.
both the entrepreneuriVal and maintenance needs of that movement as well
as a perceived bias in the a loiation of resources 01 values in society
(vis-a-vis more secular libeiil organizations). However, as a broad

.1
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complex,piecelof legislation of widespread and enduring social signifi-
cance,'the FPA was a likely.candidate for expansion tc5 a larger audience
than that ok its "identification group," the New Right.

Given the sheer length Aild complexitypf the FPA, it was essential
that the bill first be redefined for,its'core-sufworters by.being sim-
plified into terms on which there is the greatest consensus and strongest
emotions ( i.e. the deleterious effects of the federal gpvernment On
the family and the restoration of family life.) In view'of previotis

struggles'between tho New Righf and other activist groups'in soc'iety
over issues such as the Equal.Rights Amendment and abortion, sit was
inevitable that all "attention groups" did not accept this initial
rqefinition of the. FPA.25 ,In fact, many denounced it as false and
mjsleading and offered their own definitions of the issue.

f

An important strhtszy inagenda-building is'to associate one's issue
with emotionally lacken symbols which have legitimacy, contemporary
meaning, and wide public appeal. Both parties to,the confolict have
utilized such condensational syMbols and, in the case of "the.family,"
the same symbols. Opponents^pf the FPA have also attempted to discredit
the bfll by making proponent groups and leaders the central issue. Even

so, the issue has not expanded much beyond attention groups. For an

issue to gain awareness among the attentive and general publin, cot-.
peting groups must either have access.to mass'media or the resources,
necessary to reach people. Although both the New Right and opposition
attention groups have, to varying degrees, succeeded ii1 reaching their
own constituencies, far the most part the mainstream mass media (i.e. f

television, daily newspapers, and newsweeklies) have either ignored
the Fr:i1 or treated it'as a pseudo-issue.

Agenda-building for the FPA,

Although most New Right and other consefvative publications have
formally endorsed the FPA aud have carried occasional feature storie4
on its content and status, the amount of sphce devoted to it is small

' compared with, for example, the. attention accorded schdol prayer, national
defense, or the balanced budget amen ment. Only two stor1eS on the
FPA have appeared in the Moral Majoti Report in the past yeaf.
Furthermore, an announcement there for.the recent Family Forum
not list the FPA as one of the topics to be discussed. The cOVet of
the Conservative Digest (May/June, 1980) featured Sen. taxalt 4angside!'
a-mock-up of the PPA. Inside, however, there was only-a one-page
summary of FPA's provisions.

In view of the alarmed'attention Ovep the PPA id liberal-leanin
journals' of opinion, it is also surprising that the more accessible.:','

conservative and neo-conservative publidationsbave largely ignored
the FPA. The National Review has,featurecra,one:Tage analysisliof the

1
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bill by . Stanton Evai
1,

M ts.-- Lilewise,44mrui Evonts has only treatee
the I;PA'sin two brief articles silice:its introduction. TDree At-quoted
"manifostosn'oi!-the New Right devot' , at most/ three pages"to the FPA;
ohe mererY enddrses the bill in a ngle,sentence.27 :le publiciiti,ons
ofthe Heritage Fouhdation also ra ely mentionsthe ITA.48 One eNeption

A i. the Foundation's Education, U)d (Septevber, 1980, which along with,
, The Ph*lis Schlafty Report Oovember, 1979), provides the only extensive

discuslion of the"FPA written from the perspective of a supporter.

\SiAch cursory information leaves identification group members with
littlw.technical knowledge of the FPA. Instead, th ir active supporti*

,
depends,dn the power of thesymbols :attached to the (bill. Thus,'con-

fr

servatiVe.Americans have l/egn promised thatthe FPA will: "restore
the authoritY for life decisions to families" from "interventionist
and epanSive government,".bring a "renaissance of %he family," end
"the federal government's.recent promotion of 'alternative life-stylesl''''

,o.c r 'varied family formS" and generally. "support traditional values,
encourage- families to -t.asy_ together, uphold parental authority, and

reinforce traditional husk-iltd and'wife relationshiTs."
.--- )

.

.

) .

Membei:s of the MoralMajority, the John Birch Society; E4Ie Forum
(Phyllis Schlafly), the National'Association of Evangelicals, and the
Heritage Foundation ha-ve.been urged to become active lobbyists on be-s
hal, of the FPA. But even Within these groups, support.for iiie. FPA
-has been expressed with some reservations concerning the fiscal wis4m,
administrative feasibility, and constitutionality of,certain provisions.29
James J. Kilpatricrc termed the 1979 version "hopeless" and recommended
that .it be scrapped. 'Writing in_February, 1981, Kilpatrick lamented,
"If the Family'ProtectionAct is a.consertrative measure, I have,wasted
my life in understanding and propoting the conservative cause."30

Vivicrie refers , 6 a luncheon hosted by Laxhlt for tbp evangelicals
vho promised an 1 ut effort tok,pass the bil1,31 All other references(

....-1-

tu genuine cOmmitm&nt of New Right resources appear in the publications,
of opposition groups, who would be highlx motivated to-exaggerate the
formidable.nature of their competitors.34 Instead, the FPA would seem
to. perform funotions apa'rt from purely legislative policy gaals.

.

gobert_Eyestone has'suggested that it is not unreasonable for .

,

groups to act on unreasonable expectations; this may in fact be the best
'way4Cd test the practieelity of their demands.33 The writings and
statements of FtPA supporters indicate that the bill was designed to serve
at least fourpumises and, aS such, was not meant,to be legislatively
perfect.34 irst,'lt provides a.standard which can be used to dis-
tingUish legislative supporters of New Rigfit sOcial issueS from those
who merely articulate "pro-family" rhetoric. The FPA was an especially .

useful' screening device for the 1980 Congressional elections.35
Second, the FPA is a strategic offensive weapon in the ideorbgical
and political competition with liberals. Marshner has written of the FPA:

1
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,'.-It Seizes he 'high ground' of the issues; and stakes
.

out'the parameters of'the debate. Tactically, that is

an advantage: It shifts thel.focus of debate eo'pro-family

issues; it forces 'them' to talk about 'our' issues- in-
.4'

.stead.of us always being in the position of saying no to

i trieir issues. The Family Prptection Act gives tht initi-
acive to the pro-family 'sidA--it is something pro-family
forces can be for.36
1.

And itideed this new focus on agenda control has thrown opponents of the
New Right off-balance. Third,, by aggregating family and other con-
servative issues in a dramatic fashion, the FPA may prove to be a
powerful tool,for attracting new members to the New.Righk and retaining
the loyalties of present followers. PaW Weyrich, for example, has
stated that family issues could be for the Right what Vietnam in th,e
60s and-environmental/consumer issues in the 70s were fox the Left.37

Fourth, by endorsing a piece oflegislation that even sympathetic law-
yers have advised has unconstitutional- (or constitutionally questionable)
sections, the New Right gall symbolically challenge unpopular Supreme
Court stances ,on issues such as school'prayer, abdrtion, and discrimin-
ation based on race, sex, and sexual preference. ,

,
Agenda-sbuilding in'OPPosition to the FPA

According to McCombs and Shaw, readers lwrn about a given issue
and how much importance to attach to that issue from the amount of in-

4 formation in a news story and fts position.38 By this We of thumb,
. members 'of attention groups allied against the New Right and a few Very

alert members of the attentive public may well have perceiv&I the FPA

as a real issue competing for a place on the formal agenda. Further-

more, the FPA has generall Y been defined for these groups in highly

negatfive terms. - .

i 'Several of the nation'sleading newspapers have either ignOred the

. FPA or treated it as a pseudo-a.genda item.39 Likewise, the highly

respected 'National Journal and the Congressional Quartorly Weekly Report
,have discounted its chances in their coverage of the New Right's legis- "

-lative prospects." Even so, some other newspapers have ciitically
examined the FPA and even editorialized against it.'" And more impor-

tantly, a number of general circulation 'magazines,.as well as journals

of opinion, ave featured stories hostile to the FPA.42 Scholars have

incorporated summaries and critiques of the FPA into their writings.43

Finalry, a m)riad of organizations have attempted to inform their members
through internal newsletters and other communications of the incongruitie's

of the FPA with group goals. These include: the National Education
Association; National Center on Womefi and Family Law, Inc.; National

.r
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Lawyer;s Guild; Socialist Workers Party; People 'for the America Way;
.National Organization for Women; National Women's Political Caucus;
National'-Gay T4sk Force; American Association of Univ,ersity Women;
Amprican Home Eeonomics Associationi Children's Defense Fund; League
of Women Voters; National Abortion Tights Action League; National C,o-

,alitiOn ofUomen it'd Girls in Education; National Congress of Parents
4,400 and Teachers.44 ,

Although many .of these accounts concede thatthe FPA currently
has little, if any, chance of passage as an intact piece of legislation,
opponents are hesitant to dismiss it, given the political climate.
ExhOrtations to act,ively oppose the FPA'are common. The bill has even

spawned an ad ,hoc group, the National Coalition to Stop the Family'
Protection Adt, which is coordinated by the National Organization of
Legal Services Workers, an affiliate of the New York local Of the
United Auto Workers.

.
Whereas,the FPA was redefined j'or identification groups in terms

of condensational symbols associated with the sanctity of the family
and hostility to governmental intercntion, new and different issues ,

have been introduced by opponents of the FPA to appeal.to their con-.
stituencles- Antipathy toward the New Right is utilized widely by
linking that movement with the FPA.45 The bill itself has been termed
"a blueprint for .pascist family 1 ifd ,146 which would undercut the rights

, of women,.children, homosexuals, the elderly, teachers, unions, minorities,

and the poor,'among others. In redefining some of the technical pro-

visions of the FPA into concrete policy,impacts, opponents have' charged /

that, under it, government could outlaw: abortion, affirmative action,
existing gay rights, legal aid for the poor, nonseXist textbooks, contra-'
ceptive devices, and adequate social security payments, while legalizing
domestic violence, child abuse, segregated schools (ht leat for tax
purposes), censorship, and government-sponsored school prayer.47

Even the most attractive prOvisions--those extending,tax credits
or deductions for child birth and adoptions--have been redefined as
elassist benefits fog those families with incomes high enough to' pay a

significant amount in taxes. Eliouraging in-home care of an elderly
parent, it ist further chargel, would in fact deprive, the elderly of
independence and dignity, 'as well as place an additional burden upon
women who primarily would provide that care. The inequities of re-

stricting tax breaks for births and adoptions to married couples has
also been noted. *i

Nor have FPA opponents been willing to coneede the positive symbol
of "family" and the negative one of "governmental iptervention" to the
New Right. Critics correctly note that the New Right supports state
involvement to establish their own policy preferences. While some pro-

visions of the FPA would prohibit federal intervention,into`tertain

7
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policy areal.the majority would require the usd of additional federal
powers in the,form of tax benefits or denial of funds to promote a

certain model. bf'oducation, society, ana.faWily-life.
.k.0,. .

There is vba 'greater concern that support for the family not be
4

associated solely withthe New Right.- Some feel that popular Apport
among the working clas.6 for New ltight 'Candidates can be attributed to
thatmovemen0 portrayal of itself as "pro-family." The aPpropriate
responsethen is fin' the Left to co-opt the "pro-family" position for
itself.48,'Thp '!crksis of the family" in this analysis is variously
attributed to wOrkplaceistress, poverty, inflation, unemployment, racism,
and sexism. True pro-family_policies would thus include: day care centers,
equal rights Tor all, shelters 'fen battexed women, nuclear disarmament,

full emplyment, national health.care, a 35-hour work 1.4)sek, reproductive.'
freedom,4houg1ni programs, and workei-controlled occuputional,health and
safety comMifteeg. Ag both Erhenreich and Epstein have recognized,
this attempt to phss off a dated list of liberal and left reforms
as the.ultimate pro-faMily program is not analysis but political op-
portunism: -

\

Vieued'in this 1igx, however, it becomes clearer why the FPA
was not tteatod as a pseudo-agenda item by its opponents. Such an
)mni6us bill was easily dramatized and,distorted so as to appeal to each
of the Left's "natural constituency": Jiberals, leftists, feminists;
civil libertarians, gays, the trade union movement, the liberal wing
of the church, mihorities, nd service professionals. At the same time,
the meaning of "pra-famil ' could be redefined so as to *serve the en-

. -

treprenetrial ancrmaintenance needs of the Left.

,Governmental Responses to the TPA

According to Jack Walker's typology of Senatorial agenda-setting,
the FPA is a."chosen problem"*and, as such, is usually elevated to the

: formal agenaa only after priority iteft (1. e. habitual, recurrent,
. and eriSis-induccd,spontaneous policies) have been dealt with.49

However, by introducing such measures, members of Congress Provide a
setting for,the gestation of new,ideas through hearings and floor
speeches.

Ye}

,
,

' None of the several House and Senate committees to which the FPA
was referred Wave yet held hearings on the bill nor are any planned.
NeittliN Has the FPA been the subject of unusual atten n the.floor.. .

Less an a dozen speeches on its behalf appear"in the Congressional
Record, 1979 to dafe (and none during the first four months of 1982.).

0
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Treatment of the FPA 4s a pseudo-agenda it)em even by its sponsors may
have been spurred by analyses prepared b)( the Congressionar Research
Service and the Women's RespArch and Education Institute of the Congress-
women's Caucus. Both warned of possible constitutionhl problems.5°
Governmental responses to the FPAhave iinstead taken three other forms:
the%provision of symbolic rewards-and reassurances, feigned constraint
and'pol'tponqment, and tokenism.'

.

Rengnized pro-family leaders of the New Right have been brought
into the Reagan administration.',Among them are: Rosemary.Thomson,
former state director of the Eagle Forum in Illinois, to be executive
director of the National Advisory Council on Woben's Educationa-l'Programs;
JoAnn Gasper, to be deputy assistant secretary for social services poli,ey,
Department of Health and HuMan SeArices; Robert Billings, to be chief

, liaison officer for the ten regidnal offices of the Department of Education.
And despiie the silence of the.President regarding the FPA, further
symbolic reassurance 'has been provided iti supporters through Reagan's

widely.-publicized endorsements of school prayer and tuition tax ereditg'
.for private educational institutions. I, .

4.tks

e

A second strategy has been to postpone dedling with.the New Riet'sq.
diArisive social agenda py sTessing'the primacy of the domestic economy
and national defense. This has been the position of the White House,and
one supported byWA co-sponsor Paui-Laxalt.51 One problem with the
FPA in this era of the quest for a balanced budget is the number of tax
cuts included. Although no firm estimates-of revenue expenddtures arc
available, the losses are in'the billions. The critique of the Reagan'

4

administration appearing in the July, 182, issue of the Consere
Digest, however,--iuggeSts that this .Strategy is no longer ablleellable
response,.

. 101,

,

The third approach, tokenism, may be addressing the gentiline agenda
items, of the New Right. Budget reductions have already occurred in
programs opposed by the New Right pro-,family groups, such as.federalfy-
financed abortions and certain family planning activities. Th-e- Reagan

administration has also moved to strike:abortion coverage from federal
workers' health insurance plans. A tax exemption fol.parents who adopt
hard-to-place children has been enacted as part of the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981. Proposed federal..guideliries would require parental
notification when minors are given services under the federally-funded
teenage tiregnancy program. Educaiion block grants were created under the
Budget:Reconciliation Act of 1981. In addition, a number of FPA pro-
visions have been referred to House and-Senate committees as=separate
bills. There are also plans to attach some provisions as riders on other
pieces of legislation. Thus, while opponents "successfully" organize
against the pseudo-issue of the FPA, its constituent parts are_quietly
becoming administrative.and statutory.law.
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III. AFTERWORD ON/SOCIAL POLiCY AaNDA-BUILDING'IN THE 80s
.

*

he agendaiiistories of family impact analysis-and the Eamily
Protection Act may be typical,of new patterns of agenda-building for
social policies in the 80s. Some observers feel that the prospeCt
for major social initiatives iS dim. Curtently, public'opinion is
dominated by a politically colvervative attitude which is very negative
tdward new and large federal spending efforts for human serviices, regard-

less of Social need or cost effectiveness. Commonly, the indubation
of liberal social agenda items may be relegated to sympathetic research
centers and professional associations. . On occasion', such pofricies

may be succeSsfulIT adopted and implemented by governmental decision-
makers. When this occurs,however, the policy typically Willnot have
attracted the attention of opposition groups: The pattern'of agenda
building here will cl-bsely approximate the "inside access model" of
Cobb et al, whereby the ssue is not placed on the public agenda.
Instead, bureaucrats and their associated professional groups cooperate
to'a,ssure nassage.52,

New Riga groups too may increasingly seek to limit issue expansion
to the pplalic. Because canservatives have masteredithe new tethnology
of direct mail, they 'are Ale to by-pass the (liberal) national news
media and directly'reach their identificAipn and allied attention groups.
An occasionail pseudo-agenda item may be used as a diltersionary tactic
to engage the energies of liberal and.Left groups (much as "sfopping the
Equal Rights Amendment" di'verted the proLfamily movement in the 70s
from actively contesting legiSlation and'litigation yhich in fact imple-
mented much of that proposed amendment.)

4
The fact remains that there will still be'"family pó,licy" and

"governmental interventon." The questions are "which poficies?"
and "what role for government?"' If indeed these issues 4re framed solely
in symbolic terms when expanded to a larger public and the deliberate
bypassing of the public agenda 1comes the general pattern of agenda-
building for social policy, a m-jor change in the American policy pro-
cess will have occurred.

1
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